
  

 

Planting Roses in the Snow – A New Experience 
By Jim Wagner 

 
 On Rose Day 2018 one of the visitors was a Mrs. Sauro.  She inquired whether it would be possible to 
donate some climbing type roses to the E.M. Mills Rose Garden.  In subsequent discussions with her, we first se-
lected the Veilchenblau rose, a purple/mauve rambler type rose.  Mrs. Sauro then indicated she would also like a 
red climber.  We considered the Dortmund rose that was in bloom at that time but found it was not available at 
Palatine Roses,so we then found the Florentina rose, a bright red climber that people enjoyed at a tour of Leon 
Ginenthal’s nursery, and that he recommended highly.  Both of these roses were ordered from Palatine, then, 
shortly before the time for Palatine to ship roses in November, Mrs. Sauro requested that we double her order. 
 In anticipation of receiving this order the middle of November, places for five roses were prepared with a 
mix of soil and Pro-Mix a couple of weeks prior.  The fifth rose was also a Veilchenblau that was planted in Sec-
tion D 6b of the Lawrence Johnson row to provide more color in this area. The other two Veilchenblau roses were 
planted on the outside of the trellises in Sections G 2b and H 2b with intent that they will meet at the top of the 
arch in the future.  On the inside of this trellis we will continue to have the shorter Fourth of July roses with their 
attractive red and white blend blooms all season. One of the Florentina roses was planted on the outside of Sec-
tion B 3b with Dublin Bay on inside and the other Florentina was planted in Section H 6b with  the Improved Blaze 
being on the inside of this trellis 
 Below are a series of photos showing the progress from hydrating for 24 hours to transporting to planting, 
where 1 ½ gallons of water were added to each planting, to mulching and then covering the mulch with snow that 
was in ample supply. 
 At the agreed time for planting Mrs. Sauro arrived with her checkbook in hand.  She stayed for the better 
part of two hours asking questions and towards the end advising that these roses were being donated in honor of 
her father Francis Ralph Mahaney and her father-in-law Angelo Sauro.  And just before leaving she indicated that 
she would like to make another donation next year for additional roses. 
 The Syracuse Rose Society and the Mills Garden volunteers and visitors appreciate the generosity of Mrs. 

Sauro in enhancing the rose garden with these new climbers. 

Roses 1. Arriving hydrated; 2. partially covered in hole dug ahead of frost; 3. covered with soil and mounded with mulch; 4. covered with snow.   
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